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Swami: Great.  I am so proud of everybody guys. How are you doing Paul? 
 
Paul: I’m doing very well, thank you.   
 
Swami: You done the elements perfectly? 
 
Paul: I think so. 
 
Swami: Thank you for giving darshan (laughter).  Some rooms scared me 
to enter to go inside. It’s interesting, but one part it’s lovely experience to 
visit every…  Some persons even when I’m knock on the door, they’re not 
opening at all.  Number eight and nine, I’m so surprised on the Martin, he’s 
sitting, his legs is sitting in the water in the bucket. (laughter)  It made me 
very happy, lot of people - huge purification. The normal souls cannot 
access that huge energy.  Each room have different energy.  Who observed 
that?  Each room have different energy, but I, hmmm, that’s amazing.  The 
normal souls they’ll go really crazy, that energy. (laughter) Today is, it’s 
incredible, huge purification. 
 
Swami:  Alana, you did the translations to all the German students? 
 
Alana: All? 
 
Swami:  All what I teaches, you translated to them?  They are quite happy? 
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Alana: I think most people. Yes, Swami. 
 
Swami: Good.  The elements, the energy’s purified. If everybody wants to 
can carry tomorrow onwards these tantrics, Paramashiva Yoga, what we 
gave new title to that.  If we started to, tomorrow onwards that energy also 
start, we can start. There is no more teaching, just I’m talking like a satsang.  
No need to wait until to Hampi if we want, everybody’s ready to (snaps his 
fingers) to jump. Tomorrow onwards I can carry that again, make it 
everybody to push it, or if all the people want to take one day break?  Who 
wants break?  Be honest.  One day break relief? 
 
Alana translates question to Germans, then responds to Swami in German 
 
Swami: What?  (laughter) Pardon me?   
 
Lothar:  Take a break on the bus on the way to Hampi. 
 
Swami:  Hmm, so it’s better to start by tomorrow, so I’m ready. By 
tomorrow we’ll start.  It’s really very interesting energy.  So, you have to 
do, every person have the malas?  Who don’t have it?  No, not now.  Clint 
Thompson, you have it? 
 
Clint:  No 
 
Swami:  Look at that guy!  Look that guy. (laughter)  Like me, man, every 
person need the mala, every person need the rose water, every person need 
at least everyday minimum ten roses per day. If it possible, sandal oil, pure 
sandal fragrance oil.  By, until to you take off from India, a candle, it has to 
be burned the round clock.  Candle has to be around the clock in the south-
east corner where you sleeps the head.   
 
Student:  To the south? 
 
Swami:  Southeast corner.  By the evening if it helps, the candle, or make a 
small little vessel, make some oil, chhht.  Leave it, after a few hours it 
started to continues, candle is bumpy…with oil and with thread.  Today I 
got a little disturb, not little, huge disturb with my energy process.  I think 
Ramakrishna know that.  Few guys, unfortunately we brought something 
for to do big opening to each person’s heart to see that experience, so 
unfortunately it is, it’s damage.  So, somebody did a really, gave a hard 
time to Swami today.  Beautiful evening, I have to really to jump to fix that 
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post, by just one twenty-four hours, that work.  So, hopefully by grace of 
Baba it will be done by tomorrow.  To be honest, what I’m giving advice to 
anybody, if I’m talking to somebody else, with anybody deeply, if you’re 
asking any questions any advices to me, that’s not the right time.  If I’m 
talking to somebody, just somebody’s coming just standing behind. If it 
normal advice, fine.  If it is anything for your processes, something, you 
can write a piece of paper slip and you can drop me to my chair.  I can read 
it in a small letter.  I can read exactly what’s your (snaps his fingers) then I 
can find you, I can give the answer.  With uhh, this is my mistake today,  
it’s thirty percent my mistakes, fifty percent Baba lila.  He made it.  He is 
incredible, anyhow it won’t be any problem, it will be fine.  But in Hampi 
also you find to few people, at least three people? (to Clint)  At least Andy 
and? 
 
Clint:  Hmm, Terry. 
 
Swami: What about Terry,Virginia, just a few people, just teach.  Please, it’s 
advisable and who else I pick up, Terry and Virginia and Ramakrishna.  
You learned? (to Ramakrishna) 
 
Ramakrishna: No, I don’t know what that is. 
 
Clint: Not yet.   
 
Swami to Clint: You ask? 
 
Ramakrishna: Not yet. 
 
Swami: Three guys has to spend some time with Clint, couple hours.  Has 
to be, it’s very important. Then it’s…how many people don’t know 
swimming?  No, who was coming to Hampi, how many people don’t know 
swimming?  Most of people know.  Lothar, you should teach her 
swimming. 
 
Lothar:  I did in Egypt, in the Red Sea with a dolphin. 
 
Swami:  You’re so sweet.  Any questions?  Normal, spiritual questions.    
How are you doing Aghni?  Good?  Your art is really amazing.  I’m realy 
so proud of you.  Today I seen the Clint book and some drawings in the 
Clint room, that’s marvelous.  It’s a God gift to you, improve it.  Bring good 
thoughts, it’s amazing.  Who is the other guy?  He is also very expert.  
Improve it.  Any questions in normal spritiuality? 
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Karin:  I was just wondering when we go back to our home countries and 
we’re doing the mantras, the tantrics mantras and Paramashiva Yoga 
mantras, do you need a pure vegetarian diet?  Should we be avoiding 
eggs?  Some bread I eat has eggs. 
 
Swami:  That’s fine.  Is anybody observe, am I eating cake? Any of that 
contents anywhere?  Ramakrishna? 
 
Ramakrishna: I’ve seen you take the icing, the top, the sweet part. 
 
Swami:  Icing?  Cream.   
 
Ramakrishna: Yeah, the cream, the top.  
 
Swami: It’s not a problem to take a cakes or whatever it is but if you can’t 
handle vegetarian style, it takes you little longer time to you to reach your 
destiny.  You can continue with non-vegetarian, and you’re doing eating 
fish, but takes long time.  If you are vegetarian you will know immediately.  
Your mind capacity, everything will know.  Does it make you sense, 
Tatyana? 
 
Tatyana: Yes, it’s true. 
 
Swami: Are you eating vegetarian, pure? 
 
Tatyana:  I am pure vegetarian. 
 
Swami: Going to pure? 
 
Tatyana: I’m pure. 
 
Swami:  Good.  What about Philip, he needs some proteins (laughter).  Any 
vegetarians, soy beans. 
 
Tobias: I’m also vegetarian. 
 
Swami: I’m making tomorrow on each person hands strings chhht, (snaps) 
It means committing to me and committing to Baba.   
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Lothar:  Swami, for those of us who are leaving before Hampi, how do you 
want us to connect with you with the process?  Shall we think of you being 
in Hampi?  What do you want us to do? 
 
Swami:  Tomorrow I’m explaining.  Tomorrow when I’m giving initiation, 
giving strings, then before that we’re doing puja, fire ceremony and 
blessing everybody.  And who is giving how to push it step-by-step stages 
your self, I’m explain.  
 
Lothar:  Thank you Swami. 
 
Swami: No problem, it’s very easy, five minutes.  I have to only teach in 
front of fire ceremony when the priest is doing Vedas.  What’s up? 
 
Alana:  I didn’t think I understand yesterday when we worked with the 
elements, with the Om Guru Guru Paramaguru, after awhile when we are 
used to it, can we decharge with one element we like afterward, or should 
we use the elementa? 
 
Swami: You can play with the elements, no problem.  You can do whatever 
you want now.  Positive thing, one hundred percent it will work for only 
positive things. (snaps) You can go back and forth.  You have the one 
hundred years resistance power to your soul. You can receive the 
negativity like that, even until to one hundred years, you don’t need to de-
charge but it automatic comes to your master, to me automatically. Never 
comes to you, goes to master.  I am the big person to take care that, then to 
my process, I have to de-charge to in the fire, to handling to Baba.  Guru 
Guru Paramaguru, it means why I am mentioning that, you are such an 
innocent soul, guru guru, you are a guru to the one saint, one student.  
He’s also became a guru, guru guru paramaguru.  Who came to you, he’s 
the responsible, you understand? Guru Guru Paramaguru, so I’m the 
complete responsible for the negativity, the energy. No problem to me 
(snaps his fingers), happy to take it, to burn it, because of why I’m here in 
this planet. 
 
France: One question about the elements, in many traditions there are some 
set conditions of the elements, fire and fire, fire and water, water and earth, 
water and water… 
 
Ramakrishna: What’s your question? 
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France: There are particular divisions of the elements, for example fire and 
fire… 
 
Philip: He’s asking what is the best combination of the elements? 
 
Swami:  I understand, but it is not advisable.  It will come in the sections 
two, but no need to focus that much on that.  Hmmm-mmm…No need 
that.  You done the recording, Gustav? 
 
Gustav: No. 
 
Swami: Why not? 
 
Gustav:  I need some, in the cave, I cannot use it. 
 
Swami: What? 
 
Gustav: We went into the cave and made beautiful music, but it’s not a 
music we can share with everybody.  It sounds a little crazy and the cave is 
not a good sound. I’m doing…  (laughter) 
 
Swami:  How many men, how many women are there? 
 
Gustav: Three men and…five men and five women. 
 
Students: Eleven persons. 
 
Lothar: It was very powerful and the microphone could not take it.  It’s too 
loud on the recording. 
 
Gustav: Four men. When you came and then left… 
 
Swami: Hey, I’m not blaming, just you need to be like in a peaceful, open 
place, very calm, you can do like a night times, ready. This time pick 
upping like ten people, small group, it will record. 
 
Gustav: Do you want to have a cassette? 
 
Swami: Do you think we have time?  Once if we started to tomorrow, then 
it’s really huge work to each person, how to do, how to do.  It’s connecting, 
it’s not that much easy.  So you can make it record clearly, then you can 
make it cassettes later.  Perfect. 
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Gustav: We can make it for Christmas. 
 
Swami: Yeah, perfect. 
 
Marianna: The element mantras, when I start it I sometimes have huge 
energy.  Today when I did it, I couldn’t feel anything. 
 
Swami:  You know, once if you suck the energy, once if your soul is not 
accepting, it drives you crazy, so irritable, so angry, tension, painful, 
irritation.  Any energy in the universe (snaps), once if it comes, hey the 
positive or negative the symptom if it is high positive, if it is normal 
positive, fine.  If it is high positive, you need to take it, your intention, your 
thought, “Ok, I am receiving it,” focusing on your master, “By grace of 
Baba,” one word, “I am desolving this energy in my soul.”  You have to 
expand your vessel, otherwise little bumpy.  I seen few people today, huge 
bumpy today.  I watch their face and expressions… I didn’t look it going 
out but for one day, if you are doing like ten hours, like doing really hard 
work, if you started do that hard work for example, like one year, just 
imagine how much power you can gain it.  356 days (snaps) like a strong  
force, you started do it, it’s incredible, amazing energy, amazing healer.  
What’s up? 
 
Anya: It’s a mouse. (laughter) 
 
Swami:  In my bedroom there’s a small two rats.  It really bugs me, it really 
drives me so crazy.  (dogs barking loudly)  It comes on me and, “God!” 
everday I have to put something food, then it won’t come on me. (laughter)  
Chitti already found two, then (snaps) it’s very fast!  He comes like that 
head, and then ok it’s watching, then it’s gone, again comes out, very tiny 
rats.  What’s up? 
 
Lothar: Swami, today for the first time I connected with Hanuman near 
your swing.  I never had my concentration on Hanuman before because 
you never talked about Him so much.  I did the three air mantras there, it is 
so incredibly powerful.  Can you say something more about Hanuman? 
 
Swami: In the Indian history tradition, he have no death.  His body have 
no death, still, he’s alive with his body.  The spell of Sita, good spell, Rama 
Mrs., “Who prays Hanuman, it’s a huge protection.” Actually, why I like 
him so much, he’s is highest positive force.  Who comes to me with talking 
lot of…it’s the Indian tradition, especially with the Indians they go huge 
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north and south at a time, back and forth.  Giving lot of examples of 
Ramayana, they can understand. It will helps a lot who has the huge 
negativity to suck out his energy.  Understand?  The Ramayana, even I’m 
giving the explanations, telling the stories to Indians, if they see Hanuman 
they feel so touched.   
 
When I’m talking like, suppose Jesus, there’s a big cross is there, how 
generally the people feel?  Without cross, with cross, differences?  Same 
feelings with Indians.  The biggest story, biggest message, huge messages 
we can explain through Ramayana, explain the tradition to Indian people.  
It’s symbolic, entire Ramayana is run through only Hanuman. Without 
Hanuman there is no Ramayana at all.  All points he covered, that’s why in 
the main in the village, we can see big Hanuman but everybody coming 
this way, they come that way to drive that way.  There is a fifteen, sixteen 
feet high statue near, near on the rock, on one rock they sculpture Him.  
Today, thousands of people climb this small temple there. I hope 
everybody they seen that.  
 
There is a Hanuman temple, today is also Hanuman favorite day in India.  
All people taking vacation. The big pillar, they makes the mud, they put 
the pot on the top of all around the pillar, with the huge mud they started 
to climb that one, thirty feet below, just our backside, our ashram, huge 
noisy with the drums like thousands of people. It’s like a big challenge to 
the youth, like thirty-five, forty feet, huge mud but they climb it.  Twenty 
feet later they’re falling down in the mud, (laughing) it’s like a big 
challenging to them, like two groups like a hockey.  It’s not a hockey, 
boxing.  It’s not like a boxing, not killing each others.  On the top of pot 
they put something who wins that, going and hitting that. Their group 
people one-by-one they jumps on them, they’re going to jump.  It’s a really 
weird.  (laughter)  But every year they celebrates, just near in the Guru 
Purnima festival times.  It’s interesting, India.   
 
Ganesh: You gave us three air mantras, is there a difference in the use of 
the air mantras? 
 
Swami: Can you tell me?  You asked yesterday that, I’m happy to know. 
 
Ganesh: Recite the mantras? 
 
Swami: No, tell me air mantras. 
 
Ganesh: Recite them? (he recites first air mantra, second then the third)  
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Swami:  Is it true?  Perfect?  Ramakrishna? 
 
Ramakrishna: Almost perfect. 
 
Swami: You have to chant it very perfectly like a “Baja Hanumantha 
manasa smarami, neeja bagavantha sirasa smarami,” To maintain the 
melodious at least. 
 
Ganesh: I’m not a good singer. 
 
Swami: Have to!  To go in the Martin room they are singing like, “Oooh” 
(laughter), like these three rooms, and these three rooms, they can hear.  
They no need to do, nobody no need to do process, they are chanting.  He 
and France is amazing, hoooo!  I thought maybe they saw me when I’m 
starting from here, (snaps) “Ok, it is a time to show, no problem,” he’s 
coming, rakshasa!  More than ten minutes he never stands in the building.  
(laughter)  Who knows the Martin plans?   What’s your question? 
 
Ganesh:  When do you use the three air mantras?  When can we use the 
first, the second and the third? 
 
Swami: Doesn’t matter. 
 
Ganesh: But why three air mantras, and only one fire mantra?  
 
Swami: That’s interesting, there is actually near, near one hundred mantras 
is there. On a hundred mantras is there on earth, but only I pull very 
powerful.  But first what I gave, First Earth Mantra, it’s incredible and the 
Sky, “Om lingustakum,” that incredible.  And I pulled, “Om kluum dluum 
jam kanaka Durgam ba, om kluum dluum jam kanaka Durgam ba, Durga 
devi prasanam, that (snaps), “Om sra nam bhum Bhuteshvari mama kuru 
swaha, that‘s highest powerful in entire in the elements system.  
Everything can works, but it’s the angels.  In the stages of the tantrics it will 
comes the elements, how it is a (pattern)? when you’re using your visions, 
your personal yantra, “Om sra nam bhum Bhuteshvari mama kuru swaha” 
actually it is a angel mantra.  It’s a one hundred percent angel mantra, but 
Bhuteshvari means, she is the huge Goddess to controlling, one part.  She 
can handle five elements.  She can handle entire five elements, but we can’t 
put it where she, we can put it in the (adjusted.)*  You understanding?   So, 
it doesn’t matter, if  you done entire five elements.  
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Cindy:  She can handle?… 
 
Swami: She can handle entire five elements, the angel, Bhuteshvari.  Why 
I’m saying this, once if you jump in the angels, some of the elements 
prayers you are taking, using on the angels.  On some of, on what I’m 
going to teach, the tantric prayers and you are hooking.  Suppose I told, 
Shakti Gayatri, “Aim aim aim, kleem kleem kleem, soum soum soum,” you 
can make “Aim, kleem, soum” then you can go, “Aim aim aim, aim, kleem 
kleem kleem kleem,” then only it’s possible once if you started to be in the 
third stage of Truteya stage of the tantrics, third stage, Truteya stage.  Then 
it makes a huge understanding the flexibility, can take this energy where to 
put, what energy’s ready to flowing.  You understand what I’m saying?  
So, it’s completely different but you have to learn, first of all you have to 
suck the energies.  It’s very important.   
 
Martin: You were talking about third stage, I’ll ask this question again, or 
maybe it’s not the right time. When the mantra it takes negativity, it 
absorbs it and transforms it and uses the energy? 
 
Swami: Hey, we forgot that, man.  Is it you think it’s a good time to taking 
negative energy?  
 
Martin: I don’t know. 
 
Swami: I never use to purify it in a positive way.  It takes double time, 
double energy.  You know it’s more an investment of my time instead of 
gaining positive energy, (snaps) just sending in the fire using the elements.  
What, I should explain that, we can wait until to December. It’s not a big 
deal once if you hit ten, sixteen stages, crossing.  My sincere serious advice, 
to be honest, please, if your hearts is not open to the information, don’t 
come giving little hard time, little feeling uncomfortable, and to drive crazy 
around you, talking around you crazily, behaving crazily around you, it’s 
not advisable. Please don’t misunderstand me, but hey, you can enjoy your 
Mother country, can be happy.  There’s no force.  Life is so interesting if 
you really want to reach certain acheivments, certain goals, serious desire if 
you have it in spirituality, then, walk.   
 
Few people thinking, “Who is this guy telling ten hours to chanting this 
prayers?” “I’m feeling uncomfortable.” “ I can’t chanted this, I don’t know 
English, how to chant it, but he’s telling to chant it.”  “Maybe if I’m not 
chanted it I’m a little unworthy.”  You know, that feelings coming up?  It 
means I’m not forcing you to do that, it’s my dharma to tell you, “Get 
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ready, pick up, prepare, bring the vibrations energy.” Any person he can 
feel each person the room exchange.  You understand?  Go each person’s 
room, sharing and then you see.  Come to see to here how the energy, then 
go in the cave, how the energy is there.  You need some like sensation, you 
know?  How we call that? 
 
Ramakrishna: Comparing. 
 
Swami: Comparing… 
 
Nancy: Sensitivity. 
 
Swami: Sensitivity (snaps)!  You have to develop the sensitivity to feel it.  
Even if you go the big church, everybody saying it is so powerful, it means 
you are feeling something great there, feeling it, that’s important, feeling it.  
You need to develop that stage, that stamina to receiving huge energy, 
nature.  I’m sure few guys is a big misunderstood on Swami, little tough, 
strong.  It’s completely… through my side, if I started to think, I’m one 
hundred percent fair.  If their side to thinking, they are one hundred 
percent fair - judgment is on their heart.  Again, once more I am saying, if 
your hearts is not open to the Christmas program,  (pause) it will be ten 
times harder than this, to be honest. You no need to feel shy, guilty or 
maybe your friends have a little, your image is going down, maybe they 
are thinking you are not worthy, you no need to feel shy.  It doesn’t matter, 
I’m happy to teach five, six people, at least one person, happy to teach.  
Have to be huge determined open heart, then I can really can create huge, 
successful, fulfill your ambitions, can completely done.  You understand? 
 
It’s very important tomorrow, when fire ceremony is running, once if you 
came with your hand, strings is only I’m making the strings who was really 
in your heart want to come to December program.  If even if I made strings 
and unfortunately if you are not able to come, something, that’s fine.  Even 
if you go from here, I’m giving the time-table to every day one hour, 
anytime, like you have to do the program for yourself, strict order. Even 
though you have a thousand computers (laughter), ten childrens, five 
girlfriends, five boyfriends, millions of works, I don’t care but you have 
one big rakshasa master (snaps loudly), that’s it, he’s like arrow chhht!   
You have to be fair, you have to make decision with me, you understand?  
Make a relationship with your master forever and ever, that’s I like it! 
(laughter)  In my point of view, it’s fair.  Is it true Anya? 
 
Anya: Yes. 
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Swami: Unneccesary wasting of Swami time and making yourself of 
wasting your time, your money, attention and energy, hey, it’s complete 
crazy.  Many people everyday they’re traveling, and traveling entire in the 
world, they’re going Tibet, lot of researching they’re doing it but they don’t 
know what they’re doing.  They’re still in the first illusion, they’re still in 
the first illusion! They don’t know what they are doing, but they’re doing 
it, “I’m going to that saint tutoring, researching and going this saint, 
tutoring again researching.”  Complete it is the first illusion stage, they 
have to kick out.   
 
Tomorrow making strong decision, like making everybody promises.  Now 
everybody have the highest healing vibration energies, already everybody 
is in second stage, at moment now everybody have the energy, but you 
don’t know what it is.  It’s my responsibility to make it know what it is.  
Tomorrow I’m opening it, opening it, what you have, what is bank balance 
you have, energy balance, how much balance. Then (snaps) how to develop 
that, making like few groups, maybe seven, eight groups, dividing each 
group, making training.  That is really hard work to me, I’m so happy, to 
focus, to make it, like a making a team, experiencing, seeing the spirits, 
souls, angels.  Like in a group, started to seeing it.  That you can’t feel 
afraid, nervous, heart attack, going up and downs. (laughter)   
 
Actually, what I’m planning to do next, now I’m opening a beautiful who 
is here, Philip Lipetz need two days, I don’t know how much he can handle 
it, that’s a really dare step what I’m taking on him.  He’s taking the dare 
step, unbelievable dare step.  There is a huge chance he go up and see in 
seconds he can go in the coma, chhht!  You know coma? The mind (snaps), 
take the power, the resistance power, going.  There’s a huge chance, but I 
can give gurantee, ninety-eight percent on every person, it won’t happen 
what I’m giving a system, step-by-step slow taking off. His taking off is like 
a you know, just like a rocket. It’s not like this, (making a flight hand gesture) 
it’s like this!  It’s interesting, but many people have different ideas, “Oh 
Swami, what’s going on between…why is this, is it fair?”  Is it ok to me to 
talk few things, few honestly things, honestly, is it ok guys? Permission? 
 
Students: Yes, Swami. 
 
Swami: Permission? 
 
Students: Yes, yes! 
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Swami: Few guys have a huge confusion, “Why certain guys Swami is 
spending a lot of time?”  “You’re so loving to them, only you are talking 
certain guys, not us.”  (makes a sound with his mouth) What is that?  As a 
master, you have to be fair to loving every person equal. In a point of view, 
I accept. You’re right. In my point of view, what I am doing I am absolutely 
right.  You need to win Swami heart.  It takes little time to you.  It’s only 
possible the opening of your heart, wherever you are (snaps) doesn’t 
matter.  If you started to open you heart to think, there is, in front of your 
feet, Swami.   
 
For example, Shokan and Ushi, Kenzo, I’m really unbelievable cooking 
them.  I never cooked like that anybody in my life. To be honest, really 
cooking, going heartbroken, depression, coming up, they want to run 
away, they don’t know what they’re doing, they have their jobs. They 
wrote many, many letters to me they can’t tell directly, they gave the letters 
to me.  Each letter, each sentence, I read ten times, near, near.  What is their 
meaning inside?  They want to kill their ego, but how to handle the ego?  
The ego is coming up, then going down, again coming up, going down.  
(Swami snaps)  That’s the way to reach their destiny. Frustrating inside, 
aching, “Hey master, hey God, hey, what you’re doing with us? What’s 
going on with us?  We’re feeling like a little scab here, what we call? 
Scrapture…grab, know grab?” 
 
Student: Captured? 
 
Swami: Captured!  “We’re feeling little, hey, what is this?”  It’s like same 
thing, since many years, many, lot of tests on Kenjabi, too - up and downs, 
up and downs, each step.  Actually, to be honest, by ninth midnight, my 
schedule to fly to Bangkok this month. Just few days back I purchased the 
ticket, maybe most people don’t know, I purchased the ticket (snaps), 
everything packed, even I’m giving one day break, going to Bangkok, stay 
how many hours there? Seven hours, for to seven hours, again immediately 
to come back, like that.  Finally I figure outed, it so uncomfortable, certain 
circumstance. It doesn’t accepts, it doesn’t feel good to me what I’m seeing, 
what I’m teaching, certain things to made me to stop.  He done promise, in 
Bangkok, “Ok, everybody’s waiting there, everything is so beautiful,” but 
(snaps) like break.   
 
Why I’m saying this, a master bringing in front of you a banana, he peel the 
skin, until to he to bring to the banana until to your mouth, there is no 
guarantee.  That’s number one step, just he is showing a banana, “Hey, this 
banana.”  Good, you’re showing banana, good, one step done. Second step, 
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he’s peeling it, second step. Third step, he’s eating, or he’s giving to you 
eating? (laughter) He no need to eat, he’s too much bored with the 
bananas, just he’s always in that.  Third step, then he’s bringing it to your 
mouth.  If he put you in the mouth, if you started to taste it, then you can 
feel, “Ok, now I’m tasting it.”  Until to then, there is no gurantee even if 
you ate it, there’s a ninety-eight percent chance again it can come out.  
(laughter)  I’m not kidding, I’m not making jokes, one hundred percent 
everyday when the master from the ancient period, the power handling it, 
like that.    
 
To me, what I done, unbelievable hard works, what I suppose to receive, 
what I done day and night, incredible hard works, the processes, complete 
meditations, only sixty percent I received it.  Forty percent still Baba hold 
it, he’s not releasing me (snaps), if he released it, my horse can go like 500 
mph. To be honest, like that much fast. Nobody, no saint did in the 
universe like what I’m doing it.  As a human being, if I started to think 
certain points, “Hey, a lot of ancient information, a lot of supernatural 
information I’m releasing in the world, maybe I’m a huge responsible 
certain duties to the people’s to take care but, I feel so comfortable, no 
problem.”  One part in my heart, again there is a huge fear, maybe one day 
they started to go to abuse with that energy?  Unbeleivable fear!  If I started 
to feel as a human being, I can’t get sleep, to be honest.   
 
With some guys what I’m giving already, the power, many times few 
students (snaps) just in a matter of five minutes, they’re watching near fire, 
they’re doing meditations. I went them very closely to give some certain 
highest abilities. Just in a matter of two minutes (snaps) again I changed 
many times my mind, “Ok, just I wait.” I came back shaking my head, 
going to toilet, putting the water, coming to Baba, just lay downing on His 
stage.  Several times, few students like that, things has happened, but 
already I give few students.  They’re doing some miracles stuff.  That is 
only matter of five percent.  Still is huge, it’s only… Why I’m saying this, 
one part of, I am very sensitive, my soul is very sensitive.  The way of 
giving answerings, way of behaving, way of approaching, way of handling 
me, way of your asking questions, even though wherever you are, talking 
with somebody else, Swami’s mind is always focusing. What the person 
doing?  What he is thinking?  What he is back and forth?   
 
If I started to see lot of uncomfortable, some people, they’re so, so sweet 
(snaps).  Next day, complete opposite, like they are, they don’t know what 
they’re talking.  Hey, such type of persons if I give a beautiful energy in 
their hand, maybe they’re bringing huge negativity to me?  Of course, I’m a 
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master, it’s my dharma to judge.  You understand?   It’s, that’s my biggest 
fear.  I hope I open my fear, frankly every person has to think, “Why 
Swami talking?” “Innerly, what Swami have the pain?”  “Where is your 
weak points?”  “Where is your weaknesses?”  “How to you can fix it?”   I 
never ever told any person, this is wrong character in you, you have find 
how to fix it (snaps).  I never told to anybody in my life, just complete 
opposite my nature. I never told any person, this is your bad character 
here, you have to adjust, you have to fix it - simply listening.   If I don’t like 
it, just laughing, making a joke, making it laugh (snaps), changing the 
subject, going out.   
 
You need to observe what is Swami giving talk?  What is his message?  
Something, if he’s interesting something, he’s focusing on you, something 
little focus if he started show on you. You have to aware that.  You have to 
take that.  If I’m starting to focus on you, just (snaps loud) that’s enough.   
One flash click, camera click. Means you are in my camera view, 
understand Clint Thompson? 
 
Clint: Yes. 
 
Swami: It’s very, very, very, very important.  You’re practicing all your 
techniques, all the information stages, that’s one part fifty percent. Take 
caring the masters, not take caring the master, behavior in front of the 
master fifty percent.  Even if you close to me, even if I taught like thirty 
years more, you can be finally waiting for thirty years, there’s no gurantee 
you are receiving power.  You have to sit. You have to figure out, “Ok, 
wait, what is my mistakes?  Where is Swami feels his expressions little 
uncomfortable in which point - chhht, chhht, chhht, chhht.”  You have to 
make it, it’s very easy.   
 
Certain persons, they’re keeping on their problem, back and forth same 
issue, continuing like five months, six months, one year, one and a half 
year, same seed still grinding and grinding and grinding and grinding.   To 
you to become as a normal healer, that’s fine.  If you want to…that you 
have to be one hundred percent huge awareness what you are doing and 
what you are handling master.  I’m a big forgiving master.  To be honest, 
even if you come with your pure open heart, ok you no need to say, I did a 
mistake (snaps) just send your forgiveness, “Swami please,” never comes 
back. I can identify within a couple of hours.  I can see in you, you have to 
show everyday new changes, like a beautiful like a flower.  Once if you 
show your fragrance flower to me, of course in the world, entire world 
started love you, around thousands, millions of people they started love to 
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you.  If you can’t impress the master, how come you go to impress the 
students?  Each students have different crazy ideas, crazy minds, crazy!  
You cant’ handle them unless you are if you are complete so sweet—huge!  
If you are yourself making yourself huge adjustments, then easily you can 
handle your life.  You understand?   
 
Students: Yes. 
 
Swami:  That is the number one big skill to become the master, learning 
tantrics, learining techniques, learning elements, learning information, 
that’s fine, but implementing on the people, (snaps) that’s the biggest art 
and skill.  If you have no not that skill, just your life is a garbage in 
especially in the spirituality.  What you done two, three, five, six, seven, ten 
years, entire your hard work, just throw in the garbage. Your life span, 
you’re living to sixty years, ten years you spended for this, finally you 
didn’t felt there is no love, there is nothing you receive, it’s like a garbage.  
I’m very straight, straightly I’m saying to be honestly.  So, you need to 
know your boundaries, where you has to be very careful, how to fix your 
life, it is a complete is in your hands.    
 
Some people have huge fear maybe we cannot able to go to Swami and to 
talk, or how to make the conversation with Swami.  If you really have the 
deepest questions, there is a beautiful friends, normally if you have the 
questions, some little confusions, you can share with them.  If it is really on 
the tantrics, never ever to anybody (snaps) it is only to Swami direct, 
period, until to twenty-first stages. The remaining things you can share 
anybody, your friends, big loving nature each others. Especially ego, 
jealousy, selfishness, and proudness, anger, these are all the biggest 
enemies in your life.  There is no enemy like Martin or Paul or Tobias, 
whatever it is.  They are not enemies in your life, your friends.  Your 
enemy’s your selfishness, ego, anger, proudness, this stuff.   
 
Even though somebody’s screaming on you (snaps), big loving nature.  
“Ok”, you have to come with your heart, “I’m so sorry.”  That’s the biggest 
skill, that’s the biggest…Some people they never tell the sorry.  Even they 
know they did a mistake, they never sorry, it never comes.  Some people, 
“Me, I’m a big man, wealthy man, already I’m a huge successful man, why 
I come to listen to you?”  You understand?  Suppose you are teaching any 
elements, different idea.  You are so expert already on the elements. If I 
ignored that, “Hey, I know that.” I’m the biggest stupid, “Ok, go ahead, 
excuse me, tell me what is that?” You have to listen, you have to 
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appreciate, “Oh good, wonderful.” Then you can do whatever your heart 
says, put it in your own fix way and implement it.  You understand? 
 
Students:  Hmmmm. 
 
Swami:  To become the master, these are all the skills.  So you have to 
aware, these symptoms.  In the tantrics I’m going to probably can explain 
little more human pshycology, especially what I learn from the people, 
what I face the problems with different type of people, finally how I solved, 
how much I failure. I gave up, again they came back, trying again, they 
gone, again they came back.  Such type of persons, it’s not their defect, it’s 
the energy making them driving them crazy. Such type of persons, how 
you can make them to put in spirituality to understand, that is the biggest 
art, to showing your resistance power.  You understand?  Any questions in 
this? 
 
Marianna:  Swami, I’ve been really dedicated one hundred percent but 
today it feeling funny.  It feels like I’m not going to make it. I don’t know 
why I am here and I cannot understand and that’s not me. 
 
Swami:  Same question you ask last night, last time to me. I can remember 
one hundred percent.  You don’t remember, huh?  Anybody remember her 
question? Who ask one question one time to me, (snaps) I always 
remember their question, just what I gave the answer?   Lothar, you have to 
take care her, then I will discussion with her and to you privately.  I think 
you understand? 
 
Lothar: Yes, when? 
 
Swami: When?  That’s interesting. (laughter)  You’re asking me when?   
 
Lothar: I did not quite understand what you say. 
 
Swami: No, anytime you see me in the peaceful time tomorrow.  
Ramakrishna your duty by 10:30, 11:00, you have to make the two priests 
to come near fire.  You have to bring the wood, ghee, flowers, every person 
has to wear the red saris, sorry, not person, every woman! (laughter)  I’m 
so sorry, today I’m a little tired, red saris, yellow or red.  Most powerful 
these three days continuing tomorrow and day after tomorrow, after 
tomorrow.  All men have the Punjabis?  You does? (to Paul) Good.  You 
have to do a lot of exercise, man. 
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Paul: (laughing) Oh my God! Ok. 
 
Swami:  I really I thought that maybe I’m going in the coma, (laughing) but 
hardly I came out then it takes me five minutes to breathe him. 
 
Paul: I was just in shock! 
 
Swami: What? 
 
Ramakrishna: We tried to warn you. 
 
Swami: What?  Hey, you didn’t save me to that, just he’s shouting, Paul, 
Paul!  Maybe he’s something, just washing.  He’s complete, he’s like an 
animal person! (laughing)  He’s like animal!  He’s open his toilet and he’s 
taking shower, “Oh gosh!”  Such a blessing he got abishek to this body! 
(much laughter)  Straightly I came down then I enter in my bedroom, took 
water. (laughing) 
 
Paul: How do you think I felt? (laughter)  I was taking shower and all of a 
sudden, “Oh God, it’s Swami!” 
 
Swami: I told it before, I’m going to visit each room.  I thought maybe 
some people giving punishment to me, this direction (laughing), then I 
determine, never ever…it’s ok. Anyhow I can always remember in my 
visions.  (much laughter)  But I’m not that good artist to draw. 
 
Ramakrishna: That’s a different yantra. 
 
Swami: For sure you will shock your wife in future, she will get really 
good shaktipat.  (huge laughter) 
 
Paul: Are we ending this part now? 
 
Ramakrishna: We recorded everything tonight, no problem. 
 
Swami: I will send lot of prayers to her, wherever she is, God will take care 
of her. (laughter)  It’s ok. 
 
Ramakrishna: I have a serious question, sorry to kill the mood for 
everybody, is it just one flame for each person? 
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Swami: No, one flame enough, but make a shift system, three hours one 
person, four hours one person.  Even if it’s cut off unfortunately, come and 
get the light from here, from this light from the Baba, carry it that to make 
it  light. 
 
Lothar: When should we start with the  candles? 
 
Swami: By tomorrow morning (snaps) by sunrise. 
 
Martin: Each room? 
 
Swami: Yeah, once if they made near Baba near candle or when they did 
arathi.  From that arathi, make one candle, make all that spilt out then you 
have to carry, you have to buy some steel vessels, like ten rupees, fifteen 
rupees.  Put the oil, make it with a cotton, put it flame on.   It must be 
twenty-four hours time cycle, but in my presence, some rooms, when I’m 
dividing the groups, there is a chance, maybe there’s a chance few guys 
moving  rooms, changing for these couple days. Is it fine? 
 
Students: Sure, fine. 
 
Swami: Putting men room, some few women another room. Some couples, 
like four couples putting like a one group, three couples one group, I have 
to pick up making dividing.  So finally, how many people not to come to 
Christmas program?  How many people not able to come?  Your heart is 
not…and tonight I can figure out in my mind some groups. I can’t 
remember all faces, I can put in piece of paper and (snaps).  How many 
people, one, two, three, four, five.  How many people the backside?  Two?  
Six people, that’s it?  Are you coming Michelle M.?  
 
Michelle M.:  I do not know yet.  I can’t decide, shortly. 
 
Swami: Ok, I will take care that.  His students, he is serious student, try to 
help him Martin.  So it’s like ten persons exclude. 
 
Cindy: There’s seventy-seven on our list. 
 
Student: I would like to come but... 
 
Make a string who really wants to come in your heart, make a string.  Try 
your maximum best, throw onto Baba, if it happens, comes, otherwise fine.  
You understand?  From here is a lot of energy, lot of huge information to 
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practice, all this.  Who really have a hard time here that’s fine, no problem.   
So, what’s up?  And what I told few guys, you and who else?  Few guys I 
selected, your group.  You (Clint) and Birte and Philip, Elizabeth E. and 
Paul and Shokan, Martin too? No wait. These guys with you have 
sandalwood paste?  Do sandalwood paste, you have to see me in one hour 
in the cave.  All people has to sit in meditation there, we’ll do some process 
there. 
 
Clint: We should bring the paste? 
 
Swami: Yeah.   
 
Ramakrishna: We have the new book, Swamiji. 
 
Swami: Yeah, where is the books?  He wrote a beautiful book about his 
experience.  I’m so proud of the guy and in new work some Kenjabi has 
translated.  It’s also very amazing, beautiful information from Japan to in 
English. I’m really appreciate Kenjabi, I’m really so proud of you.  You 
understand? 
 
Kenjabi: I think so. 
 
Swami: (reading from Clint’s book) "The presence, the awareness transforms 
the seed to become healthy the unrighteous to be righteous from disease to 
ease from blindness to sight and light.  From conflict to harmony, from 
greatness to goodness and from non-self to self."  What is the meaning? 
 
Clint: That’s a quote from Shirdi Baba. 
 
Swami: What is the meaning? 
 
Clint: The meaning that through the presence of Shirdi Baba all those 
things are ways of talking about healing, all of that.   
 
Swami: In this book I’m so impressed about some pictures, mainly. 
(laughter)  I’m sure you done a great job in the book, hey, that’s me.  But I 
like lot of pictures so impressed with me.  Who did this art? 
 
Clint: A student, a woman who was here in December for the Christmas 
program. 
 
Swami: Everybody seen the pictures? 
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Students: No, not yet. 
 
Clint: I can get the books out. 
 
Swami: Please! What I’m thinking for this twenty-one stages of tantric I am 
completely, I am take caring, I am writing  it.  So just I need one ghost 
writer and I’m writing that.  That’s my gift to everybody by my birthday,   
by Christmas I am giving just all mantras, techniques, different stuff.  Is it 
ok Ramakrishna? 
 
Ramakrishna: Yeah, Swami. 
 
Clint’s books are being passed around and everybody is looking at them. 
 
Swami: How are you feeling, Nancy?  Are you ok?  Little sick?  I told it to 
Clint  before Guru Purnimah  to wrote a book.  One year back I told to him, 
“Write a book.” We know he’s like a, he’s living in a jungle forest. It means 
like he never cares.  Finally I putted him before Guru Purnima, it has to 
come in my hand, otherwise you will be in the huge trouble with Swami. 
(laughter)  Then he’s saying he done, complete it with great persons’ help.  
It’s amazing, you have the negative of this picture?  Who have this? 
 
Clint: Herbert 
 
Swami: You should get that negative.   
 
Lothar: Swami, I have seen Clint work in Germany and Austria and we 
have traveled together and Clint doesn’t like this but I must say, he is the 
most amazing, most loving, beautiful and funny teacher. And he represents 
you in the upmost possible way and it’s such a priviledge to work with 
him and to be his brother and to be with him. 
 
Swami: Great, that’s why I selected that guy. (laughter) There is a lot since 
many, many lifespans, many I been with him to me.  He’s doing a job, 
started.  He’s in my net, he’s planning to cut the net to go out, he don’t 
know there is another net again back. (laughter)  Poor guy, I think he like 
it. 
 
Clint: Very much. 
 
Swami: What? 
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Clint: Very much. 
 
Swami: To escaping or to stay there? 
 
Clint: To staying, Swami. 
 
Swami: Thank you so much to giving the messages through what is your 
experiences, the world.  I really appreciate, Baba will bless you and great 
successful blessing you with one hundred percent my heart.  No doubt, the 
great success in spiritual kingdom through you.  God bless you. 
 
Clint: Thank you Swami. 
 
Swami: So, today here, tonight in the hall your people your group has to 
go in the cave, meditate, anytime I can come. Bring the cotton, too.   The 
remaining people, few guys permission to stay here to meditate, only few 
guys - Ushi and Kenzo and Cindy, Anya, Imke, Myuri, Tatyana, Tobias 
(snaps), Johnny Mantra, that’s it.  Ok?   Goodnight. 
 
Students: Goodnight! 
 
 

End of Talk 
 
   


